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 - A new chain of space stations to discover, which have their own challenges, rewards, and enemies . - A new planet to explore: multiple ending, each with their own meaning and atmosphere. - Changes to the engine and game mode to give better balance between classes and races . - The StarMap system, to give you an in-depth look at the galaxy and at any of its thousands of stars . - Jump drives to
explore new sectors and planets . - New quests to track down the secrets of the galaxy . - Fully voiced dialogue and ambient sounds from dozens of voice actors, and a new soundtrack written by Richard Dijke . - Partnered quests and events to earn experience, boosts, and stars, and new difficulty settings. - A new alien race, Romulans, available from the start. - A new mission mode, with new goals and
elements. - New achievements and trophies . - Recruiting assistance with the new GUIs and profiles . - Record your gameplay on a second device. You can keep an FTL diary. - PS Vita's dual-screen system is now also supported. - See the universe without your TV. Share the galaxy with friends. The most epic space opera since FTL itself is now available! Rete'ah, the new civilization of giant drones,
builds the ultimate defense as it rises up to conquer the galaxy. When you've got a massive drone ship and a fleet of nimble fighters at your command, you rule the galaxy! Customize your ship's design, load weapons, and fight your enemies! But be careful: can you get a perfect defense? Notes: Some images, sounds, and video are not included in the final release. Questions & Answers : Q: Will there
be a new save file system available in the Pro version? A: Yes, you can keep multiple save files by using the 'Back' button when there's an ongoing battle and returning to the main menu. Q: I keep crashing when I try to access the StarMap menu, what should I do? A: If you keep getting crash reports, try clearing the data of the game on your device by using the 'Settings' button and then restarting the

game. If that doesn't work, delete the app's data and reinstall the app. Q: Will there be a way to get in-game experience points on a second device? A: Yes, 82157476af
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